
PROJECT:  CATFISH



Catfishing is the practice of pretending to be someone else

online, usually to deceive someone into a romantic relationship

or to commit financial fraud.  Catfishers often use fake photos

and stories to support their false identity.   The term catfishing

comes from an old legend about shipping catfish with codfish to

keep them fresh and active.  

The definition of “catfishing”  according to Bing AI

We can go ahead and check all those boxes.  This poor man was being catfished.  
His friends and family tried to reason with him but he was dead-set on

marrying “Carley”.  I even contact his daughters and of course they tried but
failed to make him realize what was happening.  He is in my prayers everyday.   



Bit of a backstory here.   I  also used to be a home inspector and was hired to do the inspection
for the buyer.  I was aware the home owner was elderly and had physical issues so I was fine

with him being present during the inspection.   Usually the owner/seller is not.  He was
actually helpful during the inspection and I noticed the volume of stuff he had still left to pack

up.   He also showed me a photo of his “fiancé, Carley” on his phone.  Red flags immediately  
went up!   I gave him one of my organizing cards and told him we could help.   When I got

started on my report I called the listing agent to ask if she was aware he was being swindled,
she was aware but could not do anything about it and was pretty much told to stay in my lane

which did not make me very happy.  Fast-forward a week or so and sellers agent reaches out to
me saying the closing is supposed to be the next day and he is NOWHERE near ready, asked if
I could come take a look, which I did.  We decided to pack EVERYTHING  up because he was
not able to make any decisions about any items so everything was to be packed up and taken

to storage unit.  This was very labor-intensive and we were on very tight time constraints
having moved closing date from Friday to Tuesday.  We got it done with a lot of help from
seller’s agent, some random woman who agreed to help and a lot of long hours. We had to

create an addendum to closing documents because the seller did not have the funds up front.   
Last I heard from his daughers, this poor man is homeless living in Texas near a Costco.  

Breaks my heart!















We got it done with a lot of hard work
and help.

Unfortunately we do not know his
exact whereabouts or how he is

doing. Just breaks my heart.  
 I hope that karma comes to those

that take advantage of the
vulnerable like this gentleman.



This client did not have the funds to pay us when the work was
finished so through the realtor we were able to add an addendum

to the closing so we got paid.  
This is an option we can do under certain circumstances.  Title

company and real estate agent must agree and a contract must be
signed.  




